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This invention relates to new and useful im 
provements in discharge devices for use on port 
able ?re extinguisher cylinders, or other types 
01' containers. 1 

A primary object of the invention is to pro 
vide a discharge device which embodies means 
for con?ning a ?re extinguishing charge in a 
suitable container, under high pressure, until 
such time as the charge is needed for extinguish 
ing a ?re when it is released under manual con 
trol, or ‘until the pressure of the stored charge, 
due to an abnormal rise in temperature, exceeds 
the safety pressure rating of the container when 
its release is automatically effected. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide a discharge device of the above mentioned 
type which may be readily manipulated to ac 
complish charging of the container on which the 
device is mounted. . 

‘Another important object of the invention is 
to provide a novel form of cutting mechanism 
for rupturing a frangible release member at the 
time of discharge of the ?re extinguishing me 
dium and with locking mechanism for prevent 
ing accidental or unintentional actuation of 
said cutting mechanism. 
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Still another object of the invention is to pro- ’ 
vide means for eifectively preventing leakage of 
the ?re extinguishing medium either during or 
after manipulation of the aforementioned cut 
ting mechanism. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will be apparent during the course of the follow 
ing description. 
In the accompanying drawings forming a part 

of this speci?cation and in which like numerals 
are employed to designate like parts throughout 
the same- 
Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of the 

?re extinguisher discharge device embodying this 
invention, 
Figure 2 is a side elevational view of the device 

disclosed in Fig. 1, 
Figure 3 is a transverse sectional view taken 

on line 3—3 of Fig. 1, and 
Figures 4 to 6, inclusive, are detail perspective 

views of several elements of a locking device 
which prevents unintentional or accidental dis 
charge of the ?re extinguishing medium through 
the device disclosed in Fig. 1. 
In the drawings, wherein for the purpose of 

illustration is shown the preferred embodiment 
of this. invention, and particularly referring to 
Fig. 1, the reference character l0 designates in 
its entirety a coupling spud having a shank por 
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tion ~‘I I, partly broken away, which is employed 
for connecting this discharge device to the open . 
throat or mouth of a drum or cylinder employed 
for con?ning liquid carbon dioxide, or the like, 
at room temperature. The cylinder or drum is 
not disclosed as it is of conventional construc 
tion. Furthermore, it is to be understood that 
this discharge device also might be connected to 
the outer end of a ?exible hose, or the like, not 
shown, extending from a suitable stationary 
source of supply. 
The coupling body has formed thereon a ?ange 

l2 which may be engaged by a suitable tool for 
threading the shank ii into the portable cylinder 
or drum, or the like. The coupling spud i0 is 
formed with a passage which is divided into two 
sections or portions liia and i3b.‘ It will be 
noted that these two sections or portions are 
laterally oifset with respect to each other but are 
in open communication with each other. This 
o?setting of the two portions or sections of the 
passage functions very effectively to dampen re 
coil at the time of effecting discharge of the ?re 
extinguishing medium. 

‘ concentrically arranged with respect to the 
passage section l3a is a raised valve seat ll. 
outwardly of the passage section i3a, the cou 
pling spud III is formed with a recess I5 which 
is internally screw threaded and is concentrical 
ly arranged with respect to the valve seat ll. 
Surrounding the raised valve seat It is an an 
nular pocket l6 which results from the raised 
formation of the valve seat. Outwardly of the 
threaded recess IS, the coupling spud is formed 
with a smooth surfaced cylinder portion l1 - 
which is concentric with the recess and is of 
greater diameter. The coupling spud III is pro 
vided with an external threaded portion II 
which surrounds the portion of the coupling 
having the recess i5 formed therein. This 
threaded portion may extend partly onto the 
portion of the coupling having the cylinder 11 
formed therein. The threaded portion i8 is cut 
to provide a rapid feed thread, the purpose of 
which will be explained at a later point. 
Threaded into the recess I5 is a plug I9 which 

is provided with a bore 20 and a circular series 
of passages 2| arranged in parallelism with the. 
bore. This arrangement of passages and bore 
is clearly illustrated in Fig. 3. This latter figure 
also discloses crossed slots 22 adapted to be en 
gaged by a suitable tool for threading the plug 
l9 into and out of the recess 15. 
Fig. 1 discloses the plug is as having formed 

in its inner end a socket 23 which receives‘a 
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jpacking gasket 24, of annular formation, and a 
frangible, laminated valve disc 25. 

I nated. valve disc, preferably, takes the form of an 
This lami 

intermediate disc of metal, or the like, which will 
withstand a predetermined maximum pressure 
within the passage l3a—l3b, but will blow out 
or rupture when said maximum pressure is ex 
ceeded. Covering opposite faces of this main 
disc are protecting discs formed of Cellophane, 
or the like, which will function to prevent cor 
rosion or the like from deteriorating the main 
disc. 

Fig. 1 clearly discloses the annular gasket 24 
and the frangible disc unit 25 as being clamped 
against the raised valve seat I4 by the plug l9. 
After the release of a charge of ?re extinguish 
ing medium, brought about by rupture of the 
frangible disc valve 25, a new disc and packing 
gasket 24 may be substituted for the ruptured 
disc by removing the plug l9 completely from. 
the recess l5 and cylinder I‘! of the coupling. 
To recharge the cylinder or drum to which the 
coupling III is connected, the plug I9 with a new 
valve disc and washer arranged in the socket 23 
is partially threaded outwardly of the recess l5 
to space the valve disc 25 and the gasket 24' from 
the valve seat l4. A suitable charging head, not 
illustrated, is then connected to the outer end 
of the coupling ill for feeding the ?re extinguish 
ing medium through the coupling into the con 
?ning drum or cylinder. In passing through the 
plug l9, the extinguishing medium ?ows through 
the auxiliarypassages 2| ‘and into the annular 
space l6 which surrounds the valve seat vl4. The 
extinguishing medium ?ows from the space I6 
around the valve seat l4 and into the passage 
section 13a. The pressure of the extinguishing 
medium will retain the valve disc 25 and the 
gasket 24 within the socket 23 of the plug. After 
a proper charge has been placed‘ in the cylinder 
or drum, the plug i9 is threaded inwardly of the 
recess 15, by means of a suitable packed wrench 
or the like which forms a part of the charging 
head, and this inward movement of the plug 
properly positions the gasket 24 and the disc 25 
with respect to the valve seat M for con?ning 
the charge in the cylinder or drum. 
The structure to be described hereafter is ap 

plied to the coupling I!) after the plug IS, with 
its valve disc and gasket, has been manipulated 
to place a charge in the cylinder or drum to 
which the coupling is connected. 

Figs. 1, 2 and 3 disclose a discharge head 26 
which is provided at‘ its inner end with an in 
ternally threaded bore portion 21. This threaded 
portion is cut to engage the threads l8 of the 
coupling [0. Outwardly of the threaded portion 
21, the coupling head is provided with a smooth 
surfaced bore portion 28 which functions to re 
ceive the part or portion of the coupling II) which 
has the cylinder l1 formed therein. At the outer 
end of the bore’portion 28, the discharge head 
is provided with a reduced, internally threaded 
portion or ?ange 29. Beyond the flange 29, the 
bore of the discharge head is enlarged to form 
a chamber 30. Within this chamber, the ?ange 
29 is provided with a raised seat 3|. Beyond the 
chamber 30, the discharge head 'bore is enlarged 
at 32 to form a shoulder 33 for receiving a pack 
ing gasket 34 and to form a pocket for receiving 
a rigid, porous disc 35. This disc is of the char 
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acter disclosed and claimed in the copending ap- ‘ 
plication ?led in the name of Eric Geertz and 
bearing Serial No. 208,296, and ?led May 16, 1938. 
This porous disc 35 is held in place by a second 75 

2,238,686 
packing gasket 36 and an annular clamping ring 
31 which is threaded into the internally screw 
threaded portion 38 of the discharge head. 

To explain the function of the porous disc 35, 
it will» be stated that when liquid carbon dioxide 
is released from the container, by rupturing the 
disc 25, the carbon dioxide passes through the 
pores of the disc 35 and is discharged from the 
same in the form of a very dense, uniform cloud 
of low temperature carbon" dioxide gas'with ex 
tremely -fine particles of snow mixed therein. 
The dense but porous disc 35 functions to con 
siderably restrict the ?ow of carbon dioxide 
therethrough with the result that the pressure 
behind the disc is at all times maintained at a 
relatively high value, such, for example, as 400 
to 500 pounds per square inch. This dense po 
rous disc 35 never lets the pressure in back of the 
same drop to the value at which snow will form 
in the head inwardly of the disc to clog any of 
the ?ow path for the carbon dioxide from the 
container to the disc. It will be appreciated that 
snow will form at a pressure of approximately '75 
pounds per square inch. ' ' 

Besides functioning to prevent an undesirable 
drop in pressure inwardly of the disc 35, this 
dense porous member also functions to cause the 
pressure of the discharging carbon dioxide to 
drop to atmospheric pressure while- passing 
through the disc. The discharge» of the very 
dense cloud of low temperature carbon dioxide 
gas and ?ne particles of snow is at a sufficiently 
low velocity as to avoid entrainment of air in 
the discharging stream of carbon dioxide gas. 
The chamber 30 formed in the discharge head 26 
functions to supply the liquid carbon dioxide to 
substantially the entire area of the inner surface 
of the disc 35 at a uniform pressure. 
Threadedly mounted in the ?ange 29 of the 

discharge head 26 is a tubular cutter 39. This 
cutter is provided with a bore portion 46 which 
is ?ared or enlarged at its outer end portion 4i 
for delivering carbon dioxide in liquid form to 
_the inner face of the porous disc 35. vThe bore 
portion 40 is surrounded in part by a stem 42 
which terminates at its inner end in a circular 
series of spaced cutting teeth 43. The outer end 
‘portion of the tubular cutter 39 is formed into 
an enlarged head 44 which functions to clamp 
a gasket 45 against the seat 3| in the chamber 
30 of the discharge head 26. ' I 
The cutter is provided with a reduced cylin 

drical portion 46 on which are mounted the 
metallic ring 41 and the chevron packing rings 
48. Toretain the rings 41 and 48 in position on 
the cylindrical portion 46 of the cutter, a fol 
lower ring 49 is threaded on the stem portion 
42 of the cutter. 
With the cylinder or drum, not shown, charged‘ 

with carbon dioxide which is con?ned by the 
valve disc 25, the ?re extinguishing medium may 
be discharged through the discharge head 26 by 
rotating the head in a direction to cause the 
threads [8 and 21 to feed the head in an inward 
direction. This movement of the head causes 
‘the teeth 43 of the cutter 39 to sever a disc-like 
portion from the center of the frangible valve 
disc 25. By rotating the discharge head 26 ap 
proximately one and one-half turns, the cutting 
teeth 43 will be moved entirely through the valve 
disc 25 to place a shoulder 43a, which surrounds 
the teeth 43, in sealing engagement with the 
outer face of the remaining, ring-like portion of 
the ruptured disc 25. The severed central por 
tion of the disc will be retained against the 
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outer ends oi‘ the teeth 42 by the pressure of the 
carbon dioxide fluid within the passage section 
Ila. The diameter of this passage section is such 
that the liquid carbon dioxide will flow around’ 
the periphery of this severed valve disc portion 
and will pass between the spaced teeth 42 into' 
the bore ll of the tubular cutter 59. The spaces 
‘between the teeth I! are supposed to have a 
total area equal to the cross sectional area of 
the cutter bore 40. The seating of the shoulder 
13a against the-outer face of the valve disc will 
prevent leakage of carbon dioxide around. the 
stem portion 42 of the cutter. Prior to the seat 
ing of the shoulder 48a against the outer face 
of the disc 25, the chevron packing rings 48 will 
prevent leakage of the carbon dioxide between 
the cylinder ll of the coupling l0 and the cylin 
drical portion 46 of the cutter 29. 
To prevent accidental or unintentional rota 

tion of the discharge head 28 in a direction which 
will cause the cutting teeth ‘I to rupture the 
valve disc 25, an elongated bolt 50, see Figs. 1 
and 4, is mounted on the stem 5| of a bolt carry 
ing head 52. This stem 5| also passes through 
the aperture 52 of the leaf spring 54. Fig. 1 
discloses the extremity of the stern 5| as being 
peened over at 55 to anchor the bolt 55 and the 
leaf spring. 54 to the head 52. A manipulating 
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ring 55 is threaded through a transverse aper- / 
ture 56 formed in the bolt carrying head 52. 
Screws, or the like, 51 are employed for securing 
the spring 1eaf54 on the exterior of the discharge 
head 26. This assembly is clearly illustrated in 
Figs. 1 and 2. 
1When it is desired to angularly adjust the 

discharge head 28 for feeding the cutter 39 in 
wardly to rupture the valve disc 25, the manipu 
lating ring 55 is employed for moving the- bolt 
50 out‘of the space which is, normally provided 
between the ?ange l2 of the coupling ill and the 
inner end face of the discharge head 28. .After 
removal of the bolt 50, the discharge head may 
be manipulated to bring about rupture of the 
valve disc. 
It is to be understood that the form of this in 

vention herewith shown and described is to be 
taken as a preferred example of the same and 
that various changes in the shape, size and ar 
rangement of parts may be resorted to without 
departing from the spirit of the invention or the 
scope of the subioined claims. 
Having thus described ‘the invention,‘ I claim: 
'1. A ?re extinguisher dischargetgeviicericor? 

ri a coupling for connecting e e ce 0 
2 Sign of supply of an extinguishing medium, 
a frangible valve for controlling discharge of the 
extinguishing medium replaceably held in said 
coupling, a tubular discharge head normally 
threadedly adjustably mounted on the coupling, 
and a tubular cutter mounted within the bore of 
the head out of contact with said valve in the 
normal position of the head movable with the 
head to rupture said frangible valve for effecting 
discharge of the extinguishing medium through 
the cutter bore and the discharge head, and seal 
ing means operable both with the discharge head 
in any ?xed position relative to the coupling and 
while the discharge head is being adjusted on the 
coupling for preventing leakage between the head 

lin .' _ an; clguliziregextinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to a 
source of supply of an extinguishing medium, said 
coupling having a bore shaped to form a cylinder 
portion, a recess and a seat insaid recess, a 
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3 
frangible valve for controlling discharge of the 
extinguishing medium adapted to engage said 
seat, means in said recess for replaceably hold~ 
ing the valve on said seat, a hollow discharge 
head normally threadedly adjustably mounted on 
the coupling, a tubular cutter positioned within 
the hollow head out of contact with said valve 
in the normal position of the head and movably 
extending through said cylinder portion and the 
valve holding means, said cutter being operable to 
rupture the frangible valve for eii‘ecting discharge 
of the extinguishing medium through the dis 
charge device when the‘ head is adjusted on the 
coupling, and sealing means operable both with 
the discharge head in any ?xed position relative 
to the coupling and while the discharge head is 
being adjusted on the coupling for preventing 
leakage between the head and coupling. 

3. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to 
a source of supply of an extinguishing medium, 
said coupling having a bore shaped to form a 
smooth surfaced cylinder portion, a recess and a 
seat in said recess, ,a frangible‘ valve for con 
trolling discharge of the extinguishing medium 
adapted to engage said seat, means in said recess 
for replaceably holding the valve on said seat, a 
discharge head adjustably connected to the cou 
pling, and a tubular cutter carried by the head ' 
and movably extending through said cylinder 
portion and the valve holding means, and packing 
means carried by the cutter and movably engag 
ing the surface of the cylinder portion to pre 
vent leakage between the cutter and the cylinder 
portioni . 

4. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to a 
source of supply of an extinguishing medium, a 
frangible valve for controlling discharge of the 
extinguishing medium replaceably held in said 
coupling, a discharge head, having a flow path 
for the extinguishing medium extending axially 
therethrough, threadedly adjustably connected ' 
to the coupling, a tubular cutter carried by the 
head to form a part of said flow path and mov 
able therewith to rupture said frangible valve 
for eifecting discharge of the extinguishing medi 
um through the cutter bore and the discharge 
head, and means for preventing unintentional 
adjustment of the discharge head in the direc 
tion which will cause rupturing of said valve but 
allowing unobstructed adjustment in the opposite 
direction. 

5. A fire extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to a 
source of supply of an extinguishing medium, said 
coupling having a. bore shaped to form a cylinder 
portion, a recess and a seat in said recess, a 
frangible valve for controlling discharge of the 
extinguishing medium adapted to engage said 
seat, means in said recess for replaceably holding 
the valve on said seat, a hollow discharge head 
threadedly connected to the coupling, a tubular 
cutter carried by and forming with the head a 
flow path for the extinguishing medium, said 
cutter movably extending through said cylinder 
portion and the valve holding means and being 
operable to rupture the. frangible valve for effect 
ing discharge of the extinguishing medium 
through the flow path of the cutter bore and the 
hollow discharge head, and means for prevent 
ing unintentional adjustment of the discharge 
head only in the direction which will cause rup 
turing of said valve. 
' 6. A ?re extinguisher discharge device comf 



4 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to a 
source of supply of an extinguishing medium, 
said coupling having a bore'shaped to form a 
smooth surfaced cylinder portion, a recess and 
a seat in said recess, a frangible valve for con 
trolling discharge of the extinguisher medium 
adapted to engage said seat, means in said recess 
for replaceably holding the valve on said .seat, a 
discharge ‘head threadediy adjustably connected 
to the coupling, a tubular cutter carried by the 
head and movably extending through said. cylin 
der portion and the valve holding means, pack 

10 

ing means carried by the cutter and movably en- ~ 
gaging thesaid surface of thecylinder portion 
to prevent leakage between the cutter and the 
cylinder portion, and means for preventing unin 

15 

tentional adjustment of the discharge head in the , __ 
direction which will cause rupturing of said valve. 

'7. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to a 
source of supply of an extinguishing medium, a 
frangible valve for controlling discharge of the 
extinguishing medium replaceably held in said 
coupling, a discharge head threadediy adjustably 
connected to the coupling, and a tubular‘ cutter 
carried by the head and movable therewith to 

‘ rupture said frangible valve for effecting discharge 
of the extinguishing medium through the: cutter 
bore and the discharge head, said cutter includ 
ing a ‘series of spaced cutting teeth adapted to 
sever a portion from the remainder of the valve 
and an annular shoulder adapted to engage the 
valve to restrict ?ow of the extinguishing medium 
through the cutter bore after severance of the 
valve. 

8. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to a 
source of supply of an extinguishing medium, 
said coupling having a bore shaped to form a 
cylinder portion, a recess and a seat in said re 
cess, a frangible valve for controlling discharge 
of the extinguishing medium adapted to engage 

' said seat, means in said recess for replaceably 
holding the valve on said seat, a discharge head 
threadediy adjustably connected to the coupling, 
and a tubular cutter carried by the head and 
movably extending through said cylinder portion 
and the valve holding means, said cutter includ 
ing a series of spaced cutting teeth adapted to 
sever a portion from the remainder of the valve 
for effecting discharge of the extinguishing medi 
um through the cutter bore and the discharge 
head and an annular shoulder adapted to engage 
the valve after severance thereof to prevent leak 
age around the cutter. 

9. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to a 
source of supply of an extinguishing medium, 
said coupling having a bore shaped to form‘a 
smooth surfaced cylinder portion, a recess and 
a seat in said recess, a frangible valve for con 
trolling discharge of the extinguishing medium 
adapted to engage said seat, means in said recess 

- for replaceably holding the valve on said seat, a 
discharge head threadedly adjustably connected 
to the coupling, and a tubular cutter carried by 
the head and movably extending through said 
cylinder portion and the valve holding means, 
said cutter including a series of spaced cutting 
teeth adapted to sever a portion from the re 
mainder of the valve for effecting discharge of 
the extinguishing medium through the cutter bore 
and the discharge head and an annular shoulder 
adapted to engage the remaining portion of the 
valve after severance thereof 
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around the cutter, and packing means carried by 
‘the cutter and movably engaging the surface of 
the cylinder portion to prevent leakage between 
the cutter and the cylinder portion. ' 

‘10. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to a 
source of supply of an extinguishing medium, a 
frangible valve for controlling discharge of the 
extinguishing medium replaceably held in said 
coupling, a hollow discharge head receiving a 
portion of and normally threadediy adiustably 
mounted on the coupling, a tubular cutter carried 
by the head out of contact with the valve in the 
normal position of the head and movable with 
the head to rupture said frangible valve for effect 
ing discharge of the extinguishing medium 
through the cutter bore and the hollow discharge 
head, said frangible valve being adapted to rup 
ture automatically in response to an excessive 
rise in pressure within the coupling on the inner 
side of the valve to discharge the extinguishing 
medium through the same path as when the 
valve is ruptured by the cutter, and porous dis 
charge means positioned in the outer end por 
tion of the discharge head. - ' 
M. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 

prising a coupling for connecting the device to 
a source of supply of an extinguishing medium, 
said coupling having a bore shaped to form a 
cylinder portion, a recess and a seat in said re 
cess, a frangible valve for controlling discharge 
of the extinguishing medium adapted to engage 
said seat, means in said recess for replaceably 
holding the valve on said seat, a discharge head 
threadediy adjustably connected to the coupling, 
a tubular cutter carried by the head and mov 
ably ‘extending through said cylinder portion and 
the valve holding means, said cutter being so con 
structed and arranged as to completely sever the 
center of the frangible valve and displace said 
central portion inwardly of said valve seat for 
effecting discharge of the extinguishing medium 
around the periphery of the said displaced cen 
tral portion and through the cutter bore and the 
discharge head, said frangible valve being adapted 
to rupture automatically in response to an exces 
sive rise in pressure within the coupling on the 
inner side of the valve, and porous discharge 
means positioned in the outer end portion of the 
discharge head. 

12. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to a 
source of supply of an extinguishing medium, said 
coupling having a bore shaped to form a smooth 
surfaced cylinder portion, a recess and a seat in 
said recess, a frangible valve for controlling dis 
charge ‘of the extinguishing medium adapted to 
engage said seat, means in said recess for replace 
ably holding the valve on said seat, a discharge 
head threadediy adjustably connected to the cou 
pling, and a tubular cutter carried by the head 
and movably extending through said cylinder por 
tion and the valve holding means, packing means 
carried by the cutter and movably engaging the 
surface of the cylinder portion to prevent leakage 
between the cutter and the cylinder portion, said 
frangible valve being adapted to rupture au 
tomatically in response to an excessive rise in 
pressure within the coupling on the inner side of 
the valve. 

13. In a fire extinguisher, a coupling for con 
necting a discharge device to a source of supply 
of a ?re extinguishing medium, said coupling 
comprising an inlet passage formed into two 

to prevent leakage 75' communicating sections of substantially the same 
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diameter which extend in the same direction but 
are oil'set laterally of each other a su?lcient ‘ 
amount to dampen recoil, an internally threaded 
recess outwardly of the outer passage section, 
an annular raised valve seat Iormed in the recess 
concentrically with the outer‘ passage section, and 
a cylinder portion arranged outwardly of the 
recess. 

14‘. In a fire extinguisher, a coupling for con 
necting a discharge device to a source of supply‘ 
of a iire extinguishing medium, said coupling com 
prising an inlet passage formed into two com 
municating sectionslof substantially the same di 
ameter which extend in the same direction but 
are o?set laterally of each other a su?lclent 
amount to dampen recoil, an internally threaded 
recess outwardly of the‘outer passage section, an 
annular raised valve seat formed in the recess 
concentrically with the outer passage section,\and 
a cylinder portion arranged outwardly of there 
cess; a frangible disc valve engageable said 
seat, and a plug having a bore,“ in?“ 1 ed; into 
the recess to replaceably hold th\e\\i\sc valve on 
said seat. \\\‘\ \ 

15. In a ?re extinguisher, a coupling for con 
necting a dischargedevice to a source 01' supply 
of a fire extinguishing medium, said coupling 
comprising an inlet passage formed into two 
communicating sections of substantially the same 
diameter which extend in the same direction but 
are offset laterally of each other a sumcient 
amount to dampen recoil,-an internally threaded 
recess outwardly of the outer passage section, an 
annular raised valve seat formed in the recess 
concentrically with the outer passage section, and 
a cylinder portion arranged outwardly of the re 
cess; a frangible disc valve engageable with said 
seat, and ‘a plug threaded into the recess to re 
placeably hold the disc valve on said seat, said 
plug having a main bore coaxial with the outer 
passage section oi.’ the coupling, and a socket to 
receive the valve disc at the inner end of the 
bore. 

16. In a portable ?re extinguisher, a coupling 
connected to the ?re extinguisher body, said cou 
pling comprising an inlet passage, an internally 
threaded recess outwardly of said passage, an 
annular raised seat formed in the recess concen 
trically with said passage, and a smooth surfaced 
cylinder portion outwardly of the recess, a fran 
gible disc valve engageable with said seat, a plug 
threaded into said recess, said plug having a bore 
enlarged at one end to form a socket to receive 
the disc valve and being operable to move the 
said valve into and out of register with the valve. 
seat when the plug is adjusted axially of said 
recess, a tubular cutter extending through said 
cylinder portion and the plug- bore, packing 
means between the cutter and the surface oi the 
cylinder portion to prevent leakage around the 
cutter, and means adjustably connected to the 
coupling for actuating the cutter to rupture the 
disc valve. 

17. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to a 
source of supply of a liquid extinguishing me 
dium, means for replaceably mounting a frangi 
ble disc valve in the bore of said coupling, a hol 
low discharge head adjustably coonnected to said 
coupling, a tubular cutter housed within the hol 
low discharge head and movable therewith to 
rupture said frangible valve disc for effecting dis 
charge of the extinguishing medium through 
the cutter bore and ‘into the portion of the dis-4 
charge head located outwardly of the cutter, and 
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porous means mounted in said last‘, mentioned 
portion of the discharge head through which the 
extinguishing medium is discharged to the at 
mosph‘ere. 

18. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to a 
source of supply of a liquid extinguishing me 
dium, means for replaoeably mounting a frangi 
ble disc valve in the bore oi! said coupling, a hol~ 
low discharge head adiustably connected to said 
coupling, a tubular cutter housed within the hol 
low discharge head and movable therewith to 
rupture said frangible valve for e?'ecting dis 
charge of the extinguishing medium through the 
cutter bore and into the portion of the discharge 
head located outwardly of the cutter, packing 
means associated with the cutter and the cou 
pling for preventing leakage around the cutter in 
all positions of the latter, and porous means 
mounted in the said last mentioned portion of 
the discharge head through which the extin 

> guishing medium is discharged to the atmosphere. 
19. A ?re exitinguisher discharge device com 

prising a coupling for connecting the device to a 
source of supply of a liquid extinguishing me 
dium, means for replaceably mounting a frangi 
ble disc valve in the bore of said coupling, a hol 
low discharge head adiustably connected to said 
coupling, a mounting ?ange located in the inter 
mediate portion of the bore of the discharge 
'head, a tubular cutter head housed within the 
hollow discharge head and attached to the 
mounting ?ange for movement therewith to rup 
ture said frangible valve for effecting discharge 
of the extinguishing medium through the cutter 
bore and into the portion of the discharge head 
located outwardly of the cutter, and porous 
means mounted in said last mentioned portion of 
‘the discharge head through which the extin 
guishing medium is discharged to the atmos 
phere. . 

20. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to a 
source of supply of a liquid extinguishing me- . 
dium, means for replaceably mounting a frangi~ 
ble disc valve in the bore of said coupling, a hol 
low discharge head adjustably connected to said 
coupling, a tubular cutter housed within the hol 
low discharge head and movable therewith to 
rupture said frangible valve for e?‘ecting dis 
charge of the extinguishing medium through the , 
cutter bore and the discharge head, and packing 
means carried by the cutter and engageable with 
the coupling to prevent leakage around the cutter. 

21. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling having a hollowed out end por 
tion and an inlet passage leading thereto, a hol 
low discharge head having its bore divided in 
termediate its ends by an internal mounting 
?ange, the hollowed out end portion of the cou 
pling being telescopically arranged within the 
bore of the discharge head on one side of said 
dividing ?ange, a rapid feed thread connection 
between the telescopically arranged portions oi’ 
the coupling and the discharge head, a frangible 
disc valve replaceably mounted in the hollowed 
out end portion of the coupling, and a tubular 
cutter attached to the mounting ?ange of the 
discharge head, said cutter extending into the 
hollowed out portion of the coupling so as to rup 
ture the disc valve when the discharge head is 
threadedly adjusted relative to the coupling and 
also extending through the mounting ?ange of 
the discharge head so as to establish a direct con 
nection between the inlet passage of the coupling 
and the bore portion of the discharge head out 
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wardly of said mounting ?ange when the disc 
valve is ruptured. > g 

22. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling having-a hollowed out end 
portion and an inlet passage leading thereto, a 
-hollow'discharge head having its bore divided 
intermediate its ends by an internal mounting 
?ange, the hollowed out end portion of the cou 
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adjusted relative to the coupling and also ex 
tending through the mounting ?ange of the dis 
charge head so as to establish a direct connection 
between the inlet passage of the'coupling and 
the bore portion of the discharge‘head outwardly 
.of said mounting ?ange when the disc valve is 

pling being telescopically arranged within the ' 
bore of the discharge head on one side of said 
dividing ?ange, a. rapid feed thread connection 
between the telescopically arranged portions ~of 
the coupling and the discharge head, a frangible 
disc valve replaceably mounted in the hollowed 
out end portion of the coupling, a tubular cutter 
attached to the mounting ?ange of the discharge 
head, said cutter extending into the hollowed out 
portion of the coupling so as to rupture the disc 
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valve when the discharge head is threadedly ad- ‘ 
justed relative to the coupling and also extend 
ing through the mounting ?ange of the discharge 
head so as to establish a direct connection be 
tween the inlet passage of the coupling and the 

_ bore portion of the discharge head outwardly of 
said mounting ?ange when the disc valve is rup 
tured, and packing means between the exterior 
of the cutter and the interior of the hollowed 
out end portion of the coupling for preventing 
leakage outwardly of the cutter. 

23. A fire extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling having a hollowed cut end 
portion and an inlet passage leading thereto, a 
hollow discharge head having its bore divided 
intermediate its ends by an internal mounting 
?ange, the hollowed out end portion of the cou 
pling being telescopically arranged within the 
bore of the discharge head on one side of said 
dividing ?ange, a rapid feed thread connection 
between the telescopically arranged portions of 
the coupling and the discharge head, a frangible 
disc valve replaceably mounted in the hollowed 
out end portion of the coupling, a tubular cutter 
attached to the mounting ?ange of the discharge 
head, said cutter extending into the hollowed out 
portion of the coupling so as to rupture the disc 
valve when the discharge head is threadedly ad 
justed relative to the coupling and also extend 
ing through the mounting ?ange of the discharge 
head so as to establish a direct connection be 
tween the inlet passage of the coupling and the - 
bore portion of the discharge head outwardly of 
said mounting ?ange when the disc valve is rup 
tured, said cutter including a, series of spaced 
cutting teeth adapted to sever a portion from the 
remainder of the valve, and an annular shoulder 
adapted to engage the valve to restrict flow of the 
extinguishing medium to the cutter bore after 
severance of the valve. 

24. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling having a hollowed out end 
portion and an inlet passage leading thereto, a 
hollow discharge head having its bore divided 
intermediate its ends by an internal mounting 
?ange, the hollowed out end portion of the cou 
pling being telescopically arranged within the 
bore of the discharge head on one side of said 
dividing ?ange, a rapid feed thread connection 
between the telescopically arranged portions of 
the coupling and the discharge head, a frangible 
disc valve replaceably mounted in the hollowed 
out end portion of the coupling, a tubular cutter 
attached to the mounting ?ange of the discharge 
head, said cutter extending into the hollowed out 
portion of the coupling so as to rupture the disc 
valve when the discharge head is threadedly 
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ruptured, said cutter including a‘series of spaced 
cutting teeth adapted to sever a portion from the 
remainder of the valve, an annular shoulder 
adapted to engage the valve to restrict ?ow of 
the extinguishing medium to the cutter bore 
after severance of the valve, and packing means 
between the exterior of the cutter and the in 
terior of the hollowed out end portion-of the 
coupling for preventing leakage outwardlyv of 
the cutter. 

25. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to 
a source of supply of a liquid extinguishing me 
dium, means for replaceably mounting a frangible 
disc valve in the bore of said coupling, a dis 
charge head connected to said coupling and hav 
ing a passage for the discharge of the extinguish; 
ing medium therethrough, porous means mount 
ed in the discharge passage of said head through 
which‘the extinguishing medium is discharged to 
the atmosphere, and a cutter carried by the dis 
charge head and movable relative to the frangible 
valve disc for rupturing the same to effect dis 
charge of the extinguishing medium through the 
discharge head and its porous means. 

26. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to 
a source of supply of an extinguishing medium, a 
frangible valve in the coupling for controlling 
discharge of the extinguishing medium, a dis 
charge head adjustably mounted on the coupling, 
frangible valve cutting means ?xed with re 
spect to the head so as to effect rupturing of 
the valve when the head is adjusted withere 
spect to the coupling, and sealing means oper 
able both while the discharge head is in any 
?xedposition relative to the coupling and while 
the head is being adjusted on the coupling for 
preventing leakage between the head and cou 
pling. . 

27. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling for connecting the device to 
a source of supply-of an extinguishing medium, a 
frangible valve in the coupling for controlling 
discharge of the extinguishing medium, a dis 
charge head adjustably mounted on the coupling, 
frangible valve cutting means ?xed with respect 
to the head so as to e?ect rupturing of the 
valve when the head is adjusted with respect 
to the coupling, and means for preventing unin 
tentional adjustment of the discharge head in 
‘the direction which will cause rupturing of said 
valve but allowing unobstructed adjustment in 
the opposite direction. ' ' I 

28. A ?re extinguisher discharge device com 
prising a coupling, a frangible valve for con 
trolling discharge of the extinguishing medium 
through said coupling, and a. tubular cutter mov 
able relative to the coupling to rupture said 
frangible valve for‘ effecting discharge of the 
extinguishing medium through the cutter bore 
after it has passed through the coupling, said 
cutter including a series of spaced cutting teeth 
adapted to sever a portion from the remainder of 
the valve and an annular shoulder adapted to 
engage the said remainder of the valve to restrict 
?ow oi’ the extinguishing medium to the cutter 
bore after severance of the valve. 
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